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NEW Mineral Sunscreen
made with mineral actives  and island-botanicals, our non-greasy formula delivers 12-hour moisture that blends in for a skin-loving suncare you can trust your skin and blend in easiy.
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this is how we layer up
don’t forget to protect your face with skin-nourishing suncare that works effortlessly with your makeup. Treat yourself every day to lightweight SPF that nourishes your skin and prevents sun damage.
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our story
we make skin-loving, Hawaiian-inspired suncare that helps to enhance the beauty in yourself and the world every day.
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sun faq
find everything you need to know about our products, including what to buy, how to apply and the key to having a safe and happy day in the sun.
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  Hawaiian Tropic®

                    At Hawaiian Tropic® we make skin-loving, island-inspired suncare products to help enhance the beauty in yourself and the world every day. We believe the Hawaiian lifestyle and values hold the key to living a beautiful, well-intentioned life.

Always read the label and follow the directions for use. Sunscreens are only one part of sun protection. Avoid prolonged high risk sun exposure. Reapply frequently for effective sun protection.
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